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Numerisk undersökning om instabilitet och interaktion av
vindkraftverk vaknar
Sasan Sarmast

Linné Flow Centre, KTH Mekanik, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sverige

Sammanfattning

Numeriska simuleringar utförs med hjälp av Navier-Stokes ekvationer för
att n̊a en bättre först̊aelse av hur vakar genereras av vindkraftverk. Simu-
leringarna utförs genom att kombinera beräkningar med en CFD-metod (Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics) med en actuator line metod, där bladen är repre-
senterade av volymskrafter.

I ett första steg i detta projekt genomfördes en numerisk studie som fokuser-
ade p̊a den instabilitet som resulterar i nedbrytning av de spetsvirvlar som
skapas av turbinbladen. För att bestämma vilken frekvens som resulterade i
störst instabilitet infördes störningar med l̊ag amplitud nära spetsen p̊a turbin-
bladen. Tv̊a grundläggande strömningsfall studerades; ett symmetriskt och ett
asymmetriskt. I det symmetriska fallet användes en 120 graders symmetri
och i det asymmetriska fallet användes en 360 graders domän. I det sym-
metriska fallet var de införda störningarna korrelerade, i det asymmetriska
fallet infördes störningarna oberoende av varandra. B̊ada fallen analyseras
med Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) och Dynamic Mode Decom-
position (DMD). Genom att analysera de dominerande moderna fann vi i det
symmetriska fallet att tillväxten av instabilitet beror p̊a frekvensen, i det asym-
metriska fallet fann vi dock att nästan alla moder är involverade i spetsvirvelns
destabilisering. Huvudsakligen beror spetsvirvelns instabilitet, och därmed
även vaklängden, p̊a de moder som resulterar i att virvelspiraler närmar sig
varandra och resulterar i virvelparning. Vidare, genom att använda den icke-
dimensionella tillväxthastigheten, har man funnit att instabiliteten har en kon-
stant tillväxttakt motsvarande π/2. Med hjälp av detta förh̊allande, och anta-
gandet att turbulens intensiteten genererar en virvel med tillräcklig tillväxt, ger
vi en analytisk relation för att bestämma längden p̊a vaken, d.v.s. innan den
blir instabil och bryts samman. Detta uttryck visar att vaklängden är omvänt
proportionell mot kraften genererad av vindturbinen (thrust force), löptal och
logaritmen av turbulensintensiteten.

I andra delen av studien utfördes LES-simuleringar (Large Eddy Simu-
lation) med hjälp av Navier-Stokes ekvationer för att undersöka interaktion
mellan turbiner. Tidigare actuator line simuleringar, p̊a en enskild turbin,
visar att noggrannheten i resultaten är direkt relaterad till kvaliteten p̊a blad-
data. Därför utfördes en serie av experiment p̊a tv̊adimensionella bladprofiler,
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NREL S826, för att erh̊alla bladdata med hög kvalitet för l̊aga Reynolds tal.
De uppmätta resultaten användes för att beräkna rotorprestandan. Resul-
taten visade att prestanda samt vakutvecklingen bakom rotorn beräknas med
hög noggrannhet. Det fanns dock vissa sv̊arigheter att förutsäga kraften gener-
erad av turbinen (thrust force). Vidare användes den nya bladdatan för att
betrakta interaktion mellan tv̊a turbiner placerade i en linje samt placerade
med en halv rotordiameters offset i sidled. De numeriska beräkningarna visar
att man kan förutse rotorprestanda samt strömningen runt turbinerna med
tillförlitlig noggrannhet och därmed att det är ett bra verktyg för undersökning
av vindturbiners vindvaknar.

I det sista delprojektet genomfördes en utvärdering av prestanda och struk-
turer i vaken nära turbinen. En analytisk virvelmodell presenteras. Modellen
bygger p̊a att konstant cirkulation längs bladen antas. Modellen förutsäger ge-
ometrin hos spetsvirveln bakom rotorn och till̊ater att vaken fritt expanderar
samtidigt som den lokala spetsvirvelns vinkel ändras. Tv̊a olika vindkraftverk
har simulerats: ett vindkraftverk med konstant cirkulation längs bladet och
ett andra med en mer realistisk cirkulationsfördelning, för att jämföra resul-
taten av virvelmodellen med realistiska turbinförh̊allanden. Virvelmodellen
jämförs med actuator line beräkningar och jämförelsen visar att virvelmeto-
den kan approximera turbinprestandan för en turbin och kvalitativt beskriva
strömningsfältet omkring turbinen med en försumbar beräkningsansträngning
jämfört med CFD. Detta tyder p̊a att virvelmodellen kan vara ett substitut för
mer beräkningskrävande metoder för att studera vakars beteende under vissa
förutsättningar.

Deskriptorer: vindkraftverk, vindvakar, CFD, actuator line metoden, virvelin-
stabilitet, vakar interaktion, reducerade modeller, POD, DMD, virvelmodell,
virvelparning
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Numerical study on instability and interaction of wind tur-
bine wakes
Sasan Sarmast

Linné Flow Centre, KTH Mechanics, Royal Institute of Technology
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

Numerical simulations of the Navier–Stokes equations are conducted to
achieve a better understanding of the behavior of wakes generated by the wind
turbines. The simulations are performed by combining the in-house developed
code EllipSys3D with the actuator line technique.

In step one of the project, a numerical study is carried out focusing on the
instability onset of the trailing tip vortices shed from a 3-bladed wind turbine.
To determine the critical frequency, the wake is perturbed using low-amplitude
excitations located near the tip spirals. Two basic flow cases are studied; sym-
metric and asymmetric setups. In the symmetric setup a 120◦ flow symmetry
condition is dictated due to the confining the polar computational grid to 120◦

or introducing identical excitations. In the asymmetric setup, uncorrelated
excitations are imposed near the tip of the blades. Both setups are analyzed
using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and dynamic mode decompo-
sition (DMD). By analysing the dominant modes, it was found that in the
symmetric setup the amplification of specific waves (traveling structures) trav-
eling along the tip vortex spirals is responsible for triggering the instability
leading to wake breakdown, while by breaking the symmetry almost all the
modes are involved in the tip vortex destabilization. The presence of unstable
modes in the wake is related to the mutual inductance (vortex pairing) in-
stability where there is an out-of-phase displacement of successive helix turns.
Furthermore, using the non-dimensional growth rate, it is found that the mu-
tual inductance instability has a universal growth rate equal to π/2. Using this
relationship, and the assumption that breakdown to turbulence occurs once a
vortex has experienced sufficient growth, an analytical relationship is provided
for determining the length of the stable wake. This expression shows that the
stable wake length is inversely proportional to thrust, tip speed ratio and the
logarithmic of the turbulence intensity.

In second study, large eddy simulations of the Navier–Stokes equations
are also performed to investigate the wake interaction. Previous actuator line
simulations on the single model wind turbine show that the accuracy of the
results is directly related to the quality of the input airfoil characteristics.
Therefore, a series of experiments on a 2D wing are conducted to obtain high
quality airfoil characteristics for the NREL S826 at low Reynolds numbers. The
new measured data are used to compute the rotor performance. The results
show that the power performance as well as the wake development behind the
rotor are well-captured. There are, however, some difficulties in prediction
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of the thrust coefficients. The continuation of this work considers the wake
interaction investigations of two turbines inline (full-wake interaction) and two
turbines with spanwise offset (half wake interaction). It is demonstrated that
the numerical computations are able to predict the rotor performances as well
as the flow field around the model rotors, and it can be a suitable tool for
investigation of the wind turbine wakes.

In the last study, an evaluation of the performance and near-wake structure
of an analytical vortex model is presented. The vortex model is based on
the constant circulation along the blades (Joukowsky rotor) and it is able to
determine the geometry of the tip vortex filament in the rotor wake, allowing
the free wake expansion and changing the local tip vortex pitch. Two different
wind turbines have been simulated: a wind turbine with constant circulation
along the blade and the other setup with a realistic circulation distribution, to
compare the outcomes of the vortex model with real operative wind turbine
conditions. The vortex model is compared with the actuator line approach and
the presented comparisons show that the vortex method is able to approximate
the single rotor performance and qualitatively describe the flow field around the
wind turbine but with a negligible computational effort. This suggests that the
vortex model can be a substitute of more computationally-demanding methods
like actuator line technique to study the near-wake behavior.

Descriptors: wind turbine, wakes, CFD, actuator line method, vortex insta-
bility, wake interaction, model reduction, POD, DMD, vortex model, vortex
pairing
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1. Historical remarks

The existence of windmills dates back to more than 3000 years ago and they are
the oldest device for extracting energy of wind on land (Sørensen 2011). There
are records of the quite early utilisation of wind power for grinding grains.
Even today as shown in figure 1.1, ruins of these vertical axis windmills that
were running for centuries can be found in the border of Iran and Afghanistan
(Golding 1976). The knowledge regarding the design and operation of windmills
has been increased and many different types of windmills have been constructed
since.

The first machine to produce electricity from the wind (wind turbine) was
invented by Charles F. Brush in the United States in 1887. At the same time
the Danish scientist Poul La Cour (1846− 1908) undertook basic wind turbine
research. Based on his inventions and development of the new rotors, in 1918
approximately 3% of the Danish electricity consumption was covered by wind

Figure 1.1. Ruins of a vertical axis windmill in the border
of Iran and Afghanistan (Bennert & Werner 1989)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.2. (a) The Poul la Cour first experimental wind
turbine (1891) (b) The 200-kW Gedser turbine (1957). (c)
A modern 2.5-MW wind turbine located in a cluster. The
pictures are taken from Sørensen (2011).

turbines (Sørensen 2011). The research in wind energy has flourished and in
a short period more and more efficient wind turbines were invented and suc-
cessfully tested. Figure 1.2 shows Poul la Cour and a mid-1950s design of the
wind turbine compared to the one with improved design. In mid-1970s, many
countries such as United States, Germany, Great Britain, Sweden, the Nether-
lands, and Denmark launched national programs to investigate the potential of
producing electricity from the wind and carried out big demonstration projects.
With the effort of researchers, small industries and the national projects, the
basis for the wind energy industry was formed.

1.2. World energy resources

Current trends in energy consumption show an unsustainable path – economi-
cally, environmentally and socially. The current concerns about climate change
relate strongly to the past technological developments, such as combustion of
the fossil fuels. This dependency has given rise to a significant increase in the
emissions of greenhouse gases out of which carbon dioxide is the most impor-
tant. The energy-related greenhouse-gas emissions will be more than double
by 2050, and security of supplies will be an issue in near future due to shortage
of oil resources and an increased demand for oil (IEA 2013b). A solution to
these problems can be substitution of fossil fuel resources with sustainable and
low-carbon energy technologies. A closer look at the world energy supplies in
figure 1.3(a) shows that the share of renewable energy resources such as hydro,
geothermal solar, wind, bio-fuels and waste, and heat is relatively small com-
pare to the non-renewable ones. A considerable part of the world resources are
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.3. (a) Shares of the world energy supply. Other
includes geothermal, solar, wind, heat, etc. The total energy
supply is 5,239 Mtoe. IEA data from 2012. (b) Shares of
the world electricity production. Other includes geothermal,
solar, wind, bio-fules and waste, and heat. The total electricity
produced is 22,126 TWh. IEA data from 2011. Source: IEA
(2013a).

used to produce electricity resulting in an unwanted increase of CO2 emissions.
The total produced electricity of the world is reported in figure 1.3(b) where
the coal/peat and natural gas are the main contributors. Based on the latest
statistics published in IEA (2013a), China produces one-third of its electricity
from coal/peat resources and around one-fifth of the electricity in United States
is produced from natural gas.

1.3. Wind energy: Today-Tomorrow

Wind is the most advanced of the new renewable energy technologies which has
attracted lots of attentions during the past decade. The development of wind
power has been a successful story in the low-carbon technology as its capacity
grows at almost 25% per year on average (see figure 1.4). Now many countries
around the world have significant wind generating capacity; among those China,
United States, Spain and Germany are the leaders. The statistics show that
there are few countries such as Denmark, Portugal and Spain already provides
almost 30%, 20% and 17% of their total electricity from wind energy resources,
respectively (IEA 2013b). The technology keeps rapidly improving, and costs of
electricity generation from land-based wind installations have continued to fall.
Wind power is now being deployed in countries with good resources without
special financial incentives.

The future development of wind energy requires larger and lighter wind
turbines in order to reduce the cost and increase the energy production. Special
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Figure 1.4. Global cumulative growth of wind power capac-
ity, (IEA 2013b).

attention is paid towards placing the wind turbines in larger wind farms, cold
climate, taking offshore wind farms to deeper waters and reallocating the wind
turbines into more complex terrains. Advanced technologies are focused on
rotors with larger swept area, resulting in greater energy capture, see figure
1.5. As the size of rotors increases, a detailed knowledge about the behaviour
of wind turbines during operation is required for improved designs. In addition,
noise reduction technologies become important specially for inshore wind farms.
Today, state-of-the-art wind turbines have rotor diameters of up to 120 m and
5-MW installed power, and they are often placed in large wind farms with
a production size corresponding to a nuclear power plant. So far, scaling up
turbines which reduces the cost of wind energy has been effective, but it is not
clear if this trend can continue forever.
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Figure 1.5. Growth in wind turbine size and prospects. data
from adapted from EWEA 2009, (IEA 2013b).



CHAPTER 2

Background

The immediate flow behind wind turbines (or propellers) consists of a vortex
sheet, which is formed by the lift distribution along the blades. Due to the
interaction between the vortex elements a roll-up process occurs which results
in forming of strong tip and distinct root vortices behind the rotor (Sørensen
2011). The area just behind the rotor is called near wake where the wake
structure is directly linked to the rotor operating condition, characteristics and
the incoming wind. The near wake is followed by far wake where the wake
dynamics is no longer dependent on specific rotor characteristics instead it is
more influenced by the surrounding environment, such as wakes from other
turbines and the topography (Vermeer et al. 2003).

Wind turbines are often clustered in wind farms in order to minimize the
overall installation and maintenance costs. Grouping of the wind turbines in
such a way introduces two issues: the efficiency of the interior turbines de-
creases because of a lower incident wind speed and the life-time of the rotors
shortens due to the increase of turbulence intensity inside wind farm. For
example, Neustadter & Spera (1985) reported a reduction of 10% in power
production for three turbines separated by 7 rotor diameters. Elliott (1991)
reported power loss of 30-40% for the interior wind turbines in the full wake
interaction condition; however, the averaged power loss is around 5-8% if dif-
ferent wind directions are considered. In general, it is estimated that the losses
in energy production due to wake interference may vary from 5% to more than
15% depending on the wind farm layout (Smith et al. 1995). The increase in
turbulence inside the wind farm is related to breakdown of the tip/root vortices
shed from the rotor blades. In most situations, the tip/root vortex system is
unstable and due to various instability mechanisms they breakdown and form
small scale turbulent structures. It is important to note that if a wind turbine
is located in a wake consisting of stable tip- and root-vortices the fatigue load-
ing is more severe than in the case where the tip vortices have already broken
down by instabilities (Sørensen 2011). Understanding the wake development
and mechanisms leading to wake breakdown are, thus, important for the op-
timal design of a wind farm layout. Such an understanding can be obtained
using experimental approaches and numerical simulation. The numerical simu-
lations are preferred as compared to the experimental study for the wind farm

6
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optimization study. One reason is that the full scale experiments are very ex-
pensive and they are limited to only few global parameters while the numerical
simulations can provide detailed information about the flow around the rotor.
Another issue in full scale experiment is the variability in wind speed and tur-
bulence intensity that makes the wake interaction study difficult. It should be
noted that the numerical simulations also face some other difficulties such as
accurate and reliable computations need access to massive computational re-
sources and the rotation of the blade results in several problems in constructing
a computational grid (Sanderse 2009).

2.1. Objective of the thesis

The necessity of gathering wind turbines inside wind farms and wind farm
optimization attracts attention of the scientists towards the detailed study on
the wind turbine aerodynamics. Today, the aerodynamic research is moving
towards ”back to basic” approach as some of the fundamentals are far from
being understood. Recently, the growth in computational resources offers new
possibilities for detailed study on the wind turbine wakes.

The first objective of this project is to study the mechanism of tip vortex
instability that leads to breakdown to turbulence. This study provides valuable
information about the wake length for different operating condition of the wind
turbine as well as the incoming wind turbulence. This knowledge is critical for
correct placement of the turbine and their spacing inside a large wind farm.

In a wind farm, depending on the wind direction, the interior wind turbines
operates fully or partially inside the wake of the upstream wind turbines. For
wind farm optimisation, it is very important to rely on a prediction method/tool
that can correctly obtain the basic physical behaviour of the wind turbine
wakes. The objective of this study is to find a suitable method for simulating
the flow field in wake interaction condition. This study provides information
regarding the modelling limitations and how far the numerical methods can
predict the performance and the interacting wake development.

Numerical computations of the wind turbine wakes are usually expensive
and time consuming. Often there is a need for fast and reliable tool to give the
first approximation about the wind turbine performance as well as flow field
around the rotor. In this study, an evaluation of the performance and near-
wake structure of an analytical vortex model is presented and it is investigated
whether the predictions of this simplified and fast model can be a substitute
of more expensive and time-consuming CFD approaches.

To reach these objectives, numerical studies on wind turbine wakes are car-
ried out. The numerical model is based on large-eddy simulations (LES) of the
Navier–Stokes equations using the actuator line method to simulate the wake
behind the wind turbines. In the first study, two different modal decomposition
technique are used to study the instability onset of the trailing tip vortices shed
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from the turbine blades. In the second study, first an experimental investiga-
tions are performed to obtain NREL S826 airfoil characteristics. Afterwards
several computations are performed to study the wake interaction between wind
turbines. In the last study the performance and near-wake development of a
vortex model are compared with CFD computations.

The thesis is organised as follows: the first part provides a brief intro-
duction to the concepts and tools included in the thesis. In chapter 1 − 2,
background and motivation of the work are presented. The numerical pro-
cedures including simulation setups and actuator line method are reported in
chapter 3. In chapter 4, a brief overview of the modal decomposition techniques
is presented. A summary of the investigations are presented in chapters 5− 8.
Conclusions of the thesis are also presented in chapter 9. Second part of the
thesis includes the articles where further detailed information is provided.



CHAPTER 3

Numerical modeling

This chapter presents the governing equations for a general flow solver together
with the LES model and actuator line approach. Introduction of the synthetic
turbulence to the computational domain and wind turbine specifications are
also briefly discussed.

3.1. Flow solver, EllipSys3D

Numerical computations are performed using a general 3D flow solver Ellip-
Sys3D which is developed by collaboration between DTU (Michelsen 1992)
and former Risø (Sørensen 1995). The code is based on a finite volume dis-
cretization of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations in general curvilinear
coordinates. The code is written in fortran 90 and it is parallelized using a mes-
sage passing interface (MPI). EllipSys3D is formulated in primitive variables
(pressure-velocity) in a non-staggered grid arrangement. In the present work,
the pressure correction equation is solved using the SIMPLE algorithm and
pressure decoupling is avoided using the Rhie/Chow interpolation technique.
The convective terms are discretized using a hybrid scheme combining the third
order accurate QUICK scheme and the fourth order CDS (Central Difference
Scheme). This technique is employed as a compromise between unphysical nu-
merical wiggles related to pure fourth-order CDS and numerical diffusion due
to upwind biasing of the QUICK scheme.

Large eddy simulation (LES) is employed to model the small unresolved
length scales of turbulence. LES applies a low-pass-filter on the Navier–Stokes
equations, which results in a filtered velocity field. The velocity (U) is decom-
posed into a sum of filtered velocity (U) containing the large scales and the
small scales (u′) calculated using a sub-grid scale (SGS) model:

U = U + u′ (3.1)

The flow field is then approximated by solving the filtered 3D incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations for U . The governing equations are then formulated
as:

∂U

∂t
+ U.∇U = −1

ρ
∇P +∇[(ν + νSGS)∇U ] +

1

ρ
fext and ∇U = 0, (3.2)

9



10 3. NUMERICAL MODELING

where U is the filtered velocity, P is the pressure, ρ is the density of air, fext
represents the external body forces, ν is the kinematic viscosity and νSGS is
the eddy viscosity. The body forces are introduced to account for modelling
of the rotor (actuator line), atmospheric or synthetic turbulence, atmospheric
boundary layer (if needed). In the present study, the sub-grid scale viscosity is
modelled using the the mixed SGS model proposed by Ta Phuoc (1994). This
SGS model is chosen as it has three advantages; it is simple, it accounts for the
dissipation of energy, and at the same time it ensures the correct interaction
between small resolved scales and large unresolved scales. In this model, the
SGS viscosity is given by

νSGS(x, t) = ρCm|∇ × U(x, t)|α(q2
c )

1−α
2 (x, t)∆

1+α
, (3.3)

where ∆ is the filter cut-off length and it is chosen to be (∆V ol)
1
3 . ∆V ol is the

volume of a given computational cell. x = (x1, x2, x3) denotes the streamwise,
lateral and vertical directions. α and Cm are constants and they are set to 0.01
and 0.5, respectively. The kinetic energy q2

c is evaluated as

q2
c (x, t) =

1

2
(U − Ũ)(U − Ũ) (3.4)

with Ũ is double-filtered velocity and it represents the high frequency part of
the resolved velocity field. The additional filter with tilde sign is referred to as
the test filter and the size of test filter is twice as the size of the actual filter.
For more information about EllipSys3D code and the LES modeling see Sagaut
(2005); Ta Phuoc (1994) and Sørensen (1995).

3.2. Actuator line model

The actuator line (ACL) method introduced by Sørensen & Shen (2002), is
a fully three-dimensional and unsteady aerodynamic model for simulating the
wind turbine wakes. The flow field around the wind turbine is governed by the
three-dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes equations while the influence
of the rotating blades on the flow field is computed through body forces. The
local forces on the blades are determined using a blade element approach com-
bined with tabulated two-dimensional airfoil data. The forces are distributed
radially along lines representing the blades of the wind turbine. Figure 3.1
shows a cross-sectional airfoil element at radius r. Here, the relative velocity
Urel is obtained as combination of the axial velocity U0(1 − a) and tangential
velocity (1 + a′)ωr at the rotor plane. a and a′ are the axial and tangential
induction factors. The axial induction factor is the fractional decrease in wind
velocity between the freestream and the rotor plane. The induced tangential
velocity in the rotor wake is specified through the tangential induction factor.
The flow angle φ, a combination of the local pitch θ and angle of attacks α, is
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(b)(a)

Figure 3.1. (a) Velocity and (b) force components acting on
the airfoil element at radius r.

given by

tan(φ) =
(1− a)U0

(1 + a′)ωr
. (3.5)

The aerodynamic forces acting on the airfoil are governed by the local velocities
and determined from tabulated 2D airfoil data. Depending on the local angle
of attack, the lift and drag forces reads

fnB2D = (L,D) =
1

2
ρU2

relc(CLeL, CDeD), (3.6)

where c is the chord thickness, CL(α,Rec) and CD(α,Rec) are the lift and
drag coefficients, respectively. These coefficients are function of the angle of
attacks and the sectional Reynolds number. The directions of lift and drag
forces are identified by the unit vectors eL and eD. The obtained forces are
then smeared among neighbouring grid points in a two-dimensional Gaussian
manner in order to avoid numerical singularity and mimicking the chord-wise
pressure distribution. Here, the forces are distributed in the normal directions
to each actuator line. This is done by taking the convolution of the computed
load fnB2D and the regularization kernel η2D

ε as

fε = f2D ⊗ η2D
ε , η2D

ε (d) =
1

ε2π
exp

[
−
(
d

ε

)2 ]
, (3.7)

where d is the distance between n − th point of the actuator line and a grid
point in a plane normal to actuator line. ε is the smearing parameter that
serves to adjust the concentration of the regularized load. ε is recommended
to be in the order of 1s < ε < 4s where s is the size of a computational grid.
For more details about the actuator line method and its implementation, see
Mikkelsen (2003).

The main advantage of representing the blade as actuator line is that much
fewer number of grid points are needed to obtain the fully resolved wake as
compared to simulating the flow over actual geometry of the blade. Therefore,
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this model allows for the detailed study on the near-wake structure and the
dynamics of the tip and root vortices. Another advantage of the actuator
line model comes from simplicity in grid generation. In actuator line a simple
structured grid is needed while lots of problems arise in connection with grid
generation to resolve the actual geometry of the blade. The main drawback
of actuator line approach is that the accuracy of the numerical computations
depends on the quality of the tabulated airfoil data (Hansen et al. 2006).

3.3. Introducing and modelling the synthetic turbulence

In computations, the wind tunnel turbulence is modelled by introducing the
synthetic pre-generated turbulence fluctuations in a plane upstream of the wind
turbines. The turbulence fluctuating velocities are imposed to the mean flow
as body forces and they are computed from an algorithm proposed by Mann
(1994, 1998).

The so-called Mann approach is based on modelling the spectral tensor
derived from the linearization of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations
with an assumption of linear shear and a model for eddy life-time. The
method can generate all three velocity components of a three-dimensional in-
compressible turbulence flow field, which is stationary, homogenous, Gaussian
and anisotropic. In addition, this method is capable of simulating atmospheric
turbulence with second order statistics. The output of the Mann algorithm is a
three-dimensional box of turbulence which is equidistantly spaced. The gener-
ated box, has an axis parallel to the mean flow which is inferred as a time axis
and it follows the Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis. After generating the
frozen turbulence, the velocity fluctuations should be imposed as body forces
in order to satisfy the continuity equation. Here, the magnitude of the body
forces are computed as

ffluc = ṁu + ρεturb
du

dt
, (3.8)

where ṁ is the mass flux and εturb is the regularization parameter. Similar
to actuator line method, the forces are distributed in a Gaussian manner but
only in one-dimension. Here the body forces are smeared perpendicular to the
turbulent plane,

fturb = ffluc ⊗ η1D
ε , η1D

ε (d) =
1

εturb
√
π

exp

[
−
(
x− x0

εturb

)2 ]
, (3.9)

where x− x0 is the normalised distance between a grid point in the computa-
tional domain and point x0 on the turbulent plane. The εturb is set equal to
the grid size.
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3.4. Wind turbines

In the thesis, the computations presented are conducted using airfoil data from
Tjæreborg wind turbine with NACA44xx profiles and NTNU modeled wind
turbine with 14%-thick NREL S826 (Krogstad & Lund 2011).

The 2 MW Tjæreborg wind turbine is a three-bladed horizontal wind tur-
bine with each blades consist of NACA44xx airfoil. The turbine has a blade
diameter of D = 61.12m and rotates at Ω = 22.1 RPM, corresponding to the
tip speed of 70.7m/s. The blade has a chord length of c = 0.9m at the tip,
increasing linearly to 3.3m at hub radius 6m. The blades are linearly twisted
1◦ per 3m. Figure 3.2 shows the lift and drag distributions of NACA 4412 and
NACA 4424 airfoils. These profiles represent the airfoils used near the tip and
root of the blade, respectively. Further technical details about the rotor can
be found in Øye (1992).

The instability investigations are performed based on the Tjæreborg wind
turbine operating at its optimum power condition (Cp = 0.49) with a wind
speed of 10m/s and tip speed ratio of 7.07. The Tjæreborg wind turbine is
chosen to study the instability mechanism of the helical tip vortices due to its
blade abrupt ending that results in a strong distinct tip vortices.
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Figure 3.2. a) Lift and b) drag coefficients of NACA 4412
and NACA 4424 airfoils used in instability investigations. The
Reynolds number is 6× 106.

A rotor experiment has recently been carried out at NTNU using horizontal
axis model scale rotors, for detailed investigation of the wake interaction. The
modeled wind turbine is equipped with the 14% NREL S826 throughout the
span. The family of the NREL S826 airfoils has been designed specially for the
horizontal-axis wind turbines with the primary objectives of high maximum lift
(maximum lift of at least 1.4), insensitivity to roughness, and low profile drag.
In addition the airfoils should exhibit docile stalls. The blades are 44.25cm long
and they have a chord length of 2.6cm at the tip increasing to 8.1cm near the
root. The chord length is about three times wider than the commercial model
turbines to reduce the Reynolds number effects. The blade is also twisted which
has 38◦ pitch near the root which decreases to 0◦ near the tip. More information
about the process of blade design and the performance of the airfoils at high
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Reynolds numbers (Re > 106) can be obtained from Pierella et al. (2012) and
Somers (2005).

A measurement of the S826 airfoil is performed in order to get reliable
airfoil characteristics at low Reynolds numbers (Re < 2 × 105). Figure 3.3
reports the measured lift and drag coefficients used for the wake interaction
study.
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Figure 3.3. a) Lift and b) drag coefficients of NREL S826
airfoil used in the NTNU experiment. The reported Reynolds
numbers are in 103. The details of the experiment is presented
in paper 3.



CHAPTER 4

Flow analysis using modal decompositions

The flow behind a wind turbine is complex and three-dimensional which means
that it is difficult to directly extract the flow dynamics. The modal decompo-
sition is an efficient way to identify the coherent structures and the stability
properties of the flow. This chapter is focused on providing a brief theoret-
ical background of two modal decomposition approaches: proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) (Lumley 1970; Sirovich 1987) and dynamic mode de-
composition (DMD) (Rowley et al. 2009; Schmid 2010).

4.1. Modal decomposition

The flow dynamics can be extracted from any given dataset obtained either
from experiments or numerical simulations. Consider a dataset that contains
velocity fields sampled equidistantly in time with spacing ∆t. This data-
sequence with m descritized velocity fields uj = u(xi, tj) ∈ Rn, tj = j∆t, j =
0, 1, · · · ,m− 1 is assembled columnwise into

Um = [u0,u1, . . . ,um−1] ∈ Rn×m, (4.1)

where m is the number of snapshots and n is the total number of degree of
freedom and is equivalent to the number of grid points multiplied by the number
of velocity components. This number is usually large compared to the number
of snapshots in the flow problem n� m. The modal decomposition approach
splits the flow dynamics into space and time dependent parts by expanding
the velocity field into spatial basis functions (the modes) φk = φk(xi), k =
0, · · · ,m− 1 and the corresponding temporal coefficients ak = ak(tj),

u(xi, tj) =

m−1∑
k=0

φk(xi)ak(tj) ∀j or Um = XA, (4.2)

where the matrix A contains the temporal coefficients ak and X is the collection
of the spatial basis (modes) φk. Often only a few spatial structures describing
the flow dynamics are important, and it is possible to obtain a low order ap-
proximation of the original flow field with a good accuracy using lower number
of modes. In the following sections, two modal decomposition techniques of
POD and DMD are presented for analysis of the wind turbine wakes.

15
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4.2. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a robust and efficient method to
capture the dynamic structure of the flow. This method extracts an orthogonal
basis for the decomposition of a given set of velocity fields. POD has its own
roots in statistical analysis and it is developed by Pearson (1901) over hundred
years ago. Recently, POD is applied to a flow problem in turbulence by Lumley
(1970). This approach has been discussed in details in many publications such
as Manhart & Wengle (1993) and Aubry (1991).

POD can be considered as a purely statistical method where the modes are
obtained through minimization of the residual energy between the snapshots
and their reduced linear representation,

minimize
φk

m−1∑
j=0

‖ u(xi, tj)−
p−1∑
k=0

φk(xi)ak(tj) ‖2M ,

subject to 〈φl,φk〉M = δlk ∀l, k = 0, · · · , p− 1.

(4.3)

where spatial modes X = (φ0,φ1, · · · ,φk, · · · ,φm−1) are mutually orthog-
onal and the temporal time coefficients ak(tj) = 〈uk,φk〉M are uncorrelated
(Sirovich 1987). This minimization is valid for any number of POD modes
p ≤ m. The norm for each ui, uj ∈ Rn is defined as

〈ui,uj〉M = uTi Muj ∀ui,uj ∈ U, and ‖ uj ‖2M= 〈uj ,uj〉M , (4.4)

where the symbol T represents the transpose and M ∈ Rn×n represents the
diagonal spatial weight matrix given by the local cell volumes corresponding
to each grid point. A possible solution to this problem is to use the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the weighted snapshot sequence

M
1
2 UmN

1
2 = X̂ΣŴT , (4.5)

where N ∈ Rn×n represent the diagonal temporal weight matrix. The columns
of X̂ and Ŵ are the left and right singular vectors, respectively. The matrices
X̂ and Ŵ are unitary – X̂T X̂ = I and ŴTŴ = I; here I is the identity
matrix. The diagonal entries of Σ, also known as the singular values, are equal

to the square root of the eigenvalues of the spatial correlation matrix, Σ = Λ̂
1
2 .

The POD modes can be computed as

X = M− 1
2 X̂ (4.6)

and the temporal coefficients as

A = ΣN−
1
2 Ŵ. (4.7)

The benefit of using POD is the property of its fast convergence to get
an accurate reconstruction of the flow with a low number of modes (Frederich
& Luchtenburg 2011). On the other hand, since POD extracts an orthogonal
basis ranked by their energy content, it is not always easy to interpret the
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physical meaning of the spatial modes and their temporal coefficients e.g. in
complex flows, different spatial structures and their temporal scales are often
present in one mode. In other words, POD allows frequency and scale mixing.

4.3. Dynamic Modal Decomposition

From a mathematical point of view, dynamic modal decomposition (DMD) is
an Arnoldi-like method, based on the Koopman operator to analyze data and
compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an approximate linear model. Without
explicit knowledge of the dynamical operator, it extracts frequencies, growth
rates, and their related spatial structures (modes). DMD splits the flow into dif-
ferent modes that independently oscillate at a certain frequency. Rowley et al.
(2009) presented the theoretical basis of the dynamic mode decomposition to
compute the Koopman expansion from a finite sequence of flow fields (snap-
shots); Schmid (2010) among other considerations, provided an improvement
towards a more stable implementation of the DMD algorithm. To compute
DMD, we consider a sufficiently long, but finite time series of snapshots (see
equation 4.1). We assume a linear mapping that associate the flow field uj to
the subsequent flow field uj+1 such that

u(xi, tj+1) = uj+1 = eÃ∆tuj = Auj . (4.8)

Hence, it is possible to write

u(xi, tj) =

m−1∑
k=0

φk(xi)ak(tj) =

m−1∑
k=0

φk(xi)e
ωkj∆t =

m−1∑
k=0

φk(xi)λ
j
k, (4.9)

where ωk and λk are the eigenvalues of the matrices Ã and A, respectively, and
φk are the corresponding eigenvectors. We also have the relation

λk = eωk∆t. (4.10)

It is further possible to write φk = vkdk where ‖ vk ‖M= 1. We define dk
as the amplitude and d2

k as the energy of the dynamic mode φk; the λk are
associated to the time development of the spatial expansion modes vk. Such an
expansion can be interpreted as a finite sum version of the Koopman expansion
where the Koopman eigenvalues, λk, dictate the growth rate and frequency of
each mode (Rowley et al. 2009). Without pursuing further, it is sufficient to
state that the Koopman expansion puts the dynamic mode decomposition on
a firm theoretical foundation.
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Equation 4.9 can be rewritten in a matrix form as

Um = [v0,v1, · · · ,vm−1]


d0 0 · · · 0
0 d1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · dm−1




1 λ0 · · · λm−1
0

1 λ1 · · · λm−1
1

...
...

. . .
...

1 λm−1 · · · λm−1
m−1


= X̃DS = X̄S. (4.11)

where S is a so-called Vandermonde matrix and dictates the time evolution
of the dynamic modes. Note that for simplicity, we already incorporated the
amplitudes matrix D into X̄.

To compute the DMD modes X̄, we proceed as follows. As the number of
snapshots increases, it is reasonable to assume that beyond a certain limit, the
snapshot matrix becomes linearly dependent. In other words, adding additional
flowfield uj to the data set will not improve the rank of snapshot matrix Um.
Hence, one can obtain the flow field sequence Um+1 = [u1, · · · ,um] by a linear
combination of the previous snapshot sequence Um. This step is expressed as

Um+1 = UmC + εeT, (4.12)

where e = [0, . . . , 0, 1]T and ε contains the residual. This procedure will result
in the low-dimensional system matrix C which is of companion-matrix type
and can be computed using a least square technique (Rowley et al. 2009). The
matrix C can be diagonalized as,

C = S−1ΛS = TΛT−1, Λ = diag(λ1, · · · , λm), (4.13)

where S is the Vandermonde matrix and T is the eigenvector matrix using
proper scaling so that

T = S−1D−1. (4.14)

The (diagonal) amplitude matrix D will be derived later. The eigenvalues of
C, collected in Λ, are also referred to as the Ritz values and approximate some
of the eigenvalues of the full nonlinear system. The dynamic modes, X̄, are
given by

X̄ = UmS−1 = UmTD = X̃D, (4.15)

where X̃ = UmT contain the modal structures. This method is mathematically
correct but practical implementation might yield a numerically ill-conditioned
algorithm (Schmid 2010). This is especially the case when the data set are
rather large and noise contaminated. An improvement to this algorithm was
proposed by Schmid (2010), where a self-similar transformation of the compan-

ion matrix C̃ is obtained as a result of the projection of the velocity fields on
the subspace spanned by the corresponding POD modes. The preliminary step
of the algorithm is to perform the singular value decomposition of the velocity
field sequence. The singular value decomposition of the snapshots (with no
weights) results in
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Um = XΣWT . (4.16)

Using this singular value decomposition the self similar transformation of the
companion matrix C̃ is defined as

C̃ = ΣWTCWΣ−1. (4.17)

The transformed companion matrix C̃, related to C via this transformation,
is a full matrix which improves the conditioning of eigenvalue problem. By
computing an optimal companion matrix using equations 4.12 and 4.16 and
rearranging equation 4.17, we obtain

C̃ = XTMUm+1WΣ−1 = YΛY−1. (4.18)

where Y = (y1, · · · ,ym) is the eigenvector matrix with yTk yk = 1 ∀k =

0, · · · ,m−1. Moreover, the eigenvalues of C̃ are the same as for C, while their
eigenvectors are related by

T = WΣ−1Y. (4.19)

The modal structures X̃ are extracted from the transformed companion matrix
C̃ in the following way,

X̃ = UmT = UmWΣ−1Y = XΣWTWΣ−1Y = XY. (4.20)

It is important to note that the norm ‖ . ‖M of the columns of X̃ is unity.
To obtain the amplitudes of the DMD modes without inverting the Vandern-
mode matrix S, we benefit from the fact that D is a diagonal complex matrix.
Combining equations 4.15, 4.16 and 4.20, we obtain

X̄ = UmS−1 = XΣWTS−1 = X̃D = XYD ⇒ D−1 = SWΣ−1Y. (4.21)

D can now be computed by inverting the diagonal entries of matrix D−1. Note
that equation 4.19 gives a correct scaling for the matrix T, thereby combining
equations 4.19 and 4.21, one can confirm that the original definition for matrix
T, equation 4.14, is satisfied.



CHAPTER 5

Stability of the tip vortices behind a wind turbine

5.1. Mutual inductance instability

The wake behind a wind turbine consists of distinct tip and root vortices. The
organised system of vortices are usually unstable and due to different instabil-
ity mechanisms they break down and forms small scale turbulent structures.
Understanding the physical nature of the vortices and their dynamics in the
wake of a turbine is, thus, important for the optimal design of a wind farm. In
the following the main results from Paper1 will be presented.

A numerical investigation on the wake behind the Tjæreborg wind tur-
bine has been conducted to study the stability properties of the tip vortices
and mutual induction instability mechanism. The numerical model is based
on large-eddy simulations of the Navier–Stokes equations using the actuator
line method. A steady-state simulation is performed to obtain the basic flow
behind the wind turbine (figure 5.1(a)). Afterwards, the wake is perturbed
by imposing low-amplitude stochastic excitations in the neighbourhood of the
blade tips. The amplification of waves traveling along the helix trigger some
modes, leading to instability growth and wake breakdown (figure 5.1(b-c)). De-
pending on the grid configurations and the excitation type, the symmetric and
asymmetric conditions are dictated; the symmetric condition is imposed either
by confining the polar computational grid to 120◦ or by introducing the simi-
lar type of perturbation (correlated excitation). The uncorrelated excitations
for each blade (360◦ computational grid) imposes an asymmetric condition in
the computations. The main objective is to find the underlying mechanism
of the onset of tip vortex instability, therefore dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) and proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) are applied in a part of
the domain. This subdomain is positioned in a region where the perturbation
development is linear and the magnitude of the perturbation velocity remains
small compared to the basic flow.

Note that the presence of hub and tower are not considered in the present
study; in addition, it is assumed that no interaction between root and tip
vortices occurs.

Figure 5.2 shows the DMD spectrum where the amplitude of each mode
is plotted against its Strouhal number. The Strouhal number is defined as

20
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Figure 5.1. Isosurfaces of vorticity magnitude colored by ax-
ial position. (a) Basic steady state (base flow) and (b) helical
vortices break down under the influence of the stochastic noise
excitation. (c) Contours of vorticity magnitude in a r−z plane
show the development of the tip spiral instability. The black
box marks the radial and axial lengths of the subdomain where
the modal decomposition techniques are applied.

St = fR/U0 where R is the blade radius and U0 is the free-stream velocity. It
is observed that a specific group of modes have higher DMD amplitude implying
that these modes are involved in the onset of instability. Two group of modes
St ≈ {2, 5} are identified in symmetric setup while four extra modes St ≈
{0.5, 3, 4, 6} in addition to the symmetric modes are present in the asymmetric
configuration. The asymmetric modes are depicted in figure 5.3. Based on
the mode shape, it is possible to define the wavelength, K, for any specific
mode. Here, K is defined as the number of complete waves over a 360◦ turn
along the spiral. The wavenumber associated to the asymmetric modes are
K ≈ {1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, 9/2}. The results from POD analysis are not presented
here as similar conclusions can be drawn from POD analysis.

By analysing the disturbance velocity of the dominant modes, it is observed
that two velocity (radial and axial) components are larger than the azimuthal
one. In addition, there is a 180◦ phase shift between radial and axial velocity
which means that there is an out-of-phase relationship between the waves of
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Figure 5.2. DMD spectrum for (a) symmetric and (b) asym-
metric conditions.
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Figure 5.3. Selected dynamic modes of the asymmetric con-
figuration, 360◦ polar domain, a) first group K ≈ 1/2, St =
0.51 b) second group K ≈ 3/2, St = 2.22 c) third group
K ≈ 5/2, St = 3.16 d) fourth group K ≈ 7/2, St = 3.90 e)
fifth group K ≈ 9/2, St = 4.84 and f) sixth group K ≈ 11/2,
St = 6.21.

consecutive spirals, (see figure 5.4). This relationship means that if one follows
a fluid element along a spiral as it moves in the positive radial direction, it
also moves in the negative axial direction and vice versa. This mechanism is
called mutual inductance (vortex pairing) which is the primary cause of the
wind turbine wake destabilization.

A closer look at the velocity components of the dynamic modes indicate
the presence of a wave-like motion, propagating along the spirals. Following
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Figure 5.4. Amplitude of the velocity components of asym-
metric modes. a) K ≈ 1.5, St ≈ 2 and b)K ≈ 4.5, St ≈ 5.
The solid, dashed, dashed-dot lines represent the tangential,
radial and axial velocity components, respectively.

the perturbation amplitude along the spiral, it can be observed that the per-
turbations amplify exponentially. The perturbation amplitude is obtained by
computing the maximum energy along the spiral at each z-position, i.e. in the
flow direction,

w(z) = max
√
u2
r + u2

θ + u2
z, r, θ, z ∈ spiral trajectory, (5.1)

where ur, uθ and uz are the real value of the radial, azimuthal and axial ve-
locities of the modes. It is now possible to extract the spatial growth rate for
each DMD modes by obtaining the slope of the maximum energy curve in the
logarithmic scale

σ̃ =
d(log(w/Uc))

dz
, (5.2)

where Uc is the convective velocity. The obtained spatial growth can be nor-
malized using the distance between vortices h and the circulation Γ. In this
case the normalized growth rate can be defined as σ = σ̃(2h2Uc/Γ). The non-
dimensional growth rates for the 300 leading DMD modes are reported in figure
5.5. In the symmetric setup, the growth rates follows a sinusoidal type of varia-
tion, where the most dominant dynamic modes are the most spatially unstable
ones, while in the asymmetric setup all the modes have positive growth rates
with a slightly decreasing trend. These results imply that if the excitations
are introduced truly randomly in the wind turbine wake, the underlying flow
physics is not necessarily the same as the symmetric setup and more modes
are involved in the process of tip vortex instability. In other words, the sym-
metric setup introduces an unphysical limit into the flow problem. The results
also suggest that the pairing instability has a maximum universal growth rate
equal to π/2. Previous investigations of Levy & Forsdyke (1927); Widnall
(1972); Lamb (1932); Leweke et al. (2013); Ivanell et al. (2010) also confirmed
the same value.

This investigation shows that amplifications of specific waves along the
spiral is responsible for triggering the instability leading to vortex breakdown.
The presence of unstable modes in the wake is directly related to the mutual
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Figure 5.5. Spatial growth rate as function of wave number
for a) symmetric, 120◦ polar domain and b) asymmetric con-
figurations. Circles correspond to the DMD modes and they
are coloured based on their DMD amplitudes from red (high
amplitude) to white (low amplitude). The dashed lines corre-
spond to σ = π/2.

inductance (vortex pairing) instability where there is an out of phase relation
between the waves on the consecutive spirals. In addition, it is found that the
mutual inductance instability has a universal growth rate equal to π/2.



CHAPTER 6

Model for determining the stable wake length

Inside a wind farm, it is important to determine the optimum distance between
the wind turbines, since closely-spaced wind turbines result in an increased
fatigue loads for the interior turbines, whereas too-long-distance between the
turbines results in additional installation costs. Therefore, understanding the
features influencing the wake structure and the wake length is important in
optimal design of wind farms. In the following, the main results from Paper1
and Paper2 will be presented which is a continuation of the work conducted
by Ivanell et al. (2010).

In this study, a similar numerical approach as section 5 is followed. First,
the basic flow is obtained through steady-state simulation, then small harmonic
perturbations are imposed as body force in the neighbourhood of the tip vor-
tices. The frequency of the perturbations as well as their amplitude are varied
and the results are subsequently evaluated using Fourier analysis. The ampli-
tude of the perturbations are computed as explained in equation 5.1. Figure 6.1
is a semi-logarithmic plot showing the amplitude development of perturbations
with St = 2 and St = 5 for different perturbation amplitudes. We can identify
a linear amplification phase where the perturbation grows exponentially fol-
lowed by a nonlinear phase in which the perturbation amplitude saturates and
nonlinear effects start to become important (Walther et al. 2007). The results
show that the growth rate is independent of the initial perturbation amplitude
as different data follows the same slope in the linear region. It also depicts
that larger initial amplitude leads to an earlier vortex breakdown. Based on
the exponential amplification of the perturbations, it is now possible to present

A(t) = A0e
σ̃z = A0e

σ̃Uct, (6.1)

where A0 is the initial amplitude at location z0 and t denotes time. Following
the stability analysis in section 5, it is found that the non-dimensional growth
rate of mutual inductance instability has a universal value of π/2, so

σ = σ̃
2h2Uc

Γ
= π/2⇒ σ̃ =

πΓ

4h2Uc
. (6.2)

This expression shows that the growth rate is related to the strength (Γ) and
mutual distance (h) of the tip vortices. It is, however, practical to express
this equation using the parameters related to operational conditions of a wind
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Figure 6.1. The development of perturbation amplitude for
(a) St = 2 and (b) St = 5. The values are normalized by the
reference value at z = 0.5 and the rotor is located at z = 0.
The legend indicates different initial perturbation amplitudes.
The figure is reproduced from Ivanell et al. (2010).

turbine. To accomplish this, some basic results from momentum theory is
exploited. Here the vortex model introduced by Okulov & Sørensen (2007) is
applied. In their model, it is assumed that the vortex system behind a wind
turbine consists of three tip vortices each one with strength Γ and a single root
vortex of strength −NbΓ where Nb is the number of blades. We can derive the
following geometrical relationship:

Nbh

2πR
=

Uc
ΩR
⇒ h =

2πRUc
NbλU0

, (6.3)

where λ is the tip speed ratio and Ω is the rotational frequency. Sørensen &
van Kuik (2011) commented that the thrust force can be approximated by

T =
1

2
ρR2ΩNbΓ, (6.4)

if we assume that the rotor blades are loaded with a constant circulation and
neglecting the influence of nonlinear rotational terms. The next step is to
introduce the thrust coefficient CT = 2T/ρπR2U2

0 and combining equations
(6.1)-(6.4) yields ( z

R

)
=

16Ũ3
c

NbλCT
ln

(
A(z)

A0

)
, (6.5)

where Ũc = Uc/U0. This expression determines the streamwise position of a
given amplitude amplification for a specific operating condition of the wind
turbine.

6.1. Length of stable wake

The breakdown position of tip vortices is assumed to take place at the end of
linear phase where the perturbation amplitude reaches its maximum. Based
on this, it is possible to identify the stable wake length (Lst) which is the
distance between the rotor plane and the position where the the tip vortices
starts to breakdown. Ivanell et al. (2010) reported that the nonlinear phase
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starts when the amplification reaches the ratio between original perturbation
and the undisturbed velocity, e.g.

Amax(t)

A0
≈ U0

u′
. (6.6)

It is assumed that the amplitude of the perturbation is proportional to the
turbulence intensity (Ti) with a proportionality constant C1,

u′

U
= C1Ti, (6.7)

It is now possible to arrive at the final expression for stable wake length by
inserting equations 6.6-6.7 into equation 6.5,(

Lst
R

)
=
−16Ũ3

c

NbλCT
ln(C1Ti). (6.8)

The two unknown parameters (Uc and C1) should be calibrated using wind
turbine data either from experiments or from simulations. The minus sign in
the expression appears due to the fact that the turbulence intensity is always
less than one, and the natural logarithmic as a consequence is always nega-
tive. This expression gives a measure of the position where the helical tip
vortices break down as a function of the intensity of the ambient turbulence
level and parameters depending uniquely on the operational characteristics of
the turbine.



CHAPTER 7

Interaction of wind turbine wakes

In a wind farm, the interior turbines often operate in the wake of upstream
turbines. These turbines are exposed to non-uniform velocity and turbulence
intensities significantly higher than the freestream. The velocity deficit reduces
the power production and the increased turbulence intensity results in high
fatigue loads. Better understanding of the wake aerodynamics in a wind farm
requires focusing on fundamental approaches such as wind tunnel investigations
under controlled conditions or numerical simulations.

Recently, series of rotor experiments have been carried out at NTNU wind
tunnel (1.8×2.7m2) using horizontal axis model scale (D=90cm) rotors, in order
to investigate the aerodynamic behaviour of wind turbines. Three different
arrangements are studied: a single turbine configuration, two inline turbines
where a turbine operates in the wake of an upstream turbine and two turbines
with spanwise offset which results in half wake interaction. This chapter reports
the numerical investigations conducted based on the NTNU measurements, and
summarizes the main results presented in Paper3, Paper4 and Paper5.

7.1. Experimental investigation of the NREL S826 airfoil

In NTNU experiment, the wind turbine blades consist of 14% thick NREL
S826 airfoil along the span, operating at an effective sectional Reynolds number
around Re=105. However, prior measured 2D characteristics on the airfoil has
only been reported at Re=106 and above. Here, the sectional Reynolds number
is defined as

Rec =
Urelc

ν
, (7.1)

where c is the chord length at a specific radius along the blade and ν is the
kinematic viscosity. Therefore, a measurement campaign of the airfoil is un-
dertaken in order to obtain the airfoil characteristics at low Reynolds numbers.
A 2D blade is manufactured by CNC milling in aluminium with 100mm chord
and 499mm span. The airfoil is then mounted vertically in an open loop wind
tunnel. The wind tunnel has a cross section of 500 × 500mm2 with the tur-
bulence intensity of less than 0.2%. The tunnel is equipped with the force
balance, wake-rake and a turntable controlled by an electric motor for accurate
setting of the blade’s angle of attack. The lift force is measured by an accept-
able accuracy through the force balance and the drag is determined through

28
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Figure 7.1. Measured (a) lift and (b) drag coefficient distri-
butions of NREL S826 without wind tunnel boundary correc-
tions. The circles show the measured data at increasing in-
cidences whereas the triangles are obtained at the decreasing
incidences. The values in the caption are Reynolds numbers
and they are reported in 103.

the integration of wake deficit. The experiments are conducted at five different
Reynolds numbers, Re=[40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 120,000]. The lift and
drag coefficients are measured at the period of 30 seconds for each angle of at-
tack stepping with increments of 2◦ from −10◦ to 20◦ and then to −10◦. In this
case, both increasing and decreasing angle of attacks are covered to document
any aerodynamic hysteresis.

The airfoil characteristics for different Reynolds numbers are presented
in figure 7.1. It is observed that the increase in Reynolds number results in
higher lift and lower drag coefficients in the linear lift region (−4◦ < α < 10◦).
Another observation is that the blade is subjected to hysteresis connected with
the onset of laminar separation bubble near the leading edge, affecting the
linear part of the lift curve. Higher lift and lower drag values are obtained
at increasing incidences whereas, the lower lift and higher drag coefficients are
measured at decreasing incidences. The measured lift and drag distributions
are then corrected for wind tunnel boundary conditions and the reported data
in figure 3.3 are used as an input for the rotor computations presented in next
sections.

7.2. Setup A: Single model wind turbine

The first part of investigation focuses on the single wind turbine configuration.
Numerical computations are performed to predict the performance and wake
development behind the turbine. The main goal is to validate the numerical ap-
proach, specially testing the new measured 2D airfoil data through comparison
with the experimental data. Two numerical approaches are considered, stan-
dard blade element momentum (BEM) approach to give an estimation of the
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Figure 7.2. a) Power and b) thrust coefficients of the single
model wind turbine.

rotor performance and CFD computations which are based on the large eddy
simulations together with the actuator line technique for the detailed study on
the wake development.

The wind turbine is tested inside a wind tunnel which has a 11.2m test
section. The cross section of the tunnel is 1.85× 2.71m2. The wind tunnel has
a turbulence intensity around Ti = 0.23%. The rotor is positioned at 8.2R from
the wind tunnel inlet and it has a diameter of 0.894m. The rotor swept area
covers almost 12% of the tunnel cross section, therefore, it is expected that the
wall interference effects alter the rotor performance. The rotational velocity
of the rotor is controlled by an electric motor and is varied from Ω = 10.5 to
249 rad/s which is equivalent to tip speed ratio between λ = 0.5 to around
12 based on the freestream velocity. Similar to the test model in the wind
tunnel the calculations are performed from λ = 2 up to the point where the
negative power productions are obtained e.g. λ = 11. The performance of the
single wind turbine is presented in figure 7.2. For a wind turbine, the power
coefficient is defined as the ratio between the mechanical power of the rotor
and the kinetic energy of the wind,

CP =
P

1
2ρAU

3
0

. (7.2)

The thrust coefficient is also defined as the ratio between the thrust force and
the dynamic pressure in the wind,

CT =
T

1
2ρAU

2
0

, (7.3)

where A is the rotor swept area. It should be noted that due to high wind
tunnel blockage the BEM results are corrected using an approach suggested
by Sørensen et al. (2006). In CFD approach no corrections are needed as the
presence of the walls are included in the computations.
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It can be observed that the power coefficient increases with the tip speed
ratio, reaches a maximum value at the design point (λ = 6) and then decreases
with further increase in the tip speed ratio. There is a drop in power curve
when the tip speed ratio falls below λ = 4. This is directly related to the sudden
onset of stall (Krogstad & Lund 2011) and with further decrease in tip speed
ratio the blade operates in deep stall over the entire span. At very high tip
speed ratios λ > 11 the inboard section of the blade operates at negative angle
of attack results in negative power production. The thrust coefficients show
a steady increase with increase of the tip speed ratio. The power coefficients
predicted by BEM and CFD approaches follow the same trend as experiment.
The BEM calculation, however, under-predicts the power coefficients at high
tip speed ratios, λ > 8. This shows that the estimated blockage corrections
should be larger than what is already applied in the post-processing of the data.
Looking at the thrust coefficients, it is observed that the thrust coefficients are
consistently under-predicted by both BEM and CFD methods, specially in off-
design tip speed ratios.

Three tip speed ratios of λ = 3, 6 and 10 are selected for detailed study of
the rotor aerodynamic behaviour. The streamwise development of the wake is
studied by extracting horizontal profiles after the rotor at specific positions e.g.
at x/R = 10.2, 14.2 and 18.2, equivalent to 2R, 6R and 10R behind the rotor,
respectively. Figure 7.3 reports the mean velocity and streamwise turbulence
stress profiles computed inside the wake. The predicted velocity profiles are
generally in agreement with the experiments. The shape of the profiles are
correctly predicted; however, small differences can be observed specially near
the wake centre due to absence of the hub in the simulations. It can be observed
that there are disagreements for the turbulence stress profiles close to the rotor.
This is directly related to the actuator line approach where the boundary layer
over the blade is not resolved; therefore the presence of small scale structures
generated from flow separation over the wing is absent. Further downstream,
the turbulence generated from breakdown of the tip and root vortices increase
the turbulence level in the predictions in such a way that the predictions match
the experimental measurements e.g. in figure 7.3(b,d). A disagreement is
observed for the streamwise turbulence stress at the tip speed ratio of λ = 10.

In conclusion, it is found that the general shape of power and thrust coeffi-
cients are correctly predicted by both methods. However, the thrust coefficients
are under-predicted. The velocity profiles are closely matched to the experi-
mental data while some difficulties are observed in matching the turbulence
stress.

7.3. Setup B: Two inline model wind turbines

In this section, the wake interaction between two modelled wind turbines are
studied. The turbines are separated by streamwise distance of ∆x/R = 6 and
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Figure 7.3. Wake development behind the single model wind
turbine. (a,c,e) show mean velocity profiles U/U0 computed
along horizontal line through the rotor center while (b,d,f)

are the streamwise turbulent stress 〈u′2〉/U2
0 computed along

horizontal line through the rotor center. (a-b) λ = 3, (c-d) λ =
6 and (e-f) λ = 10. The uncertainties in measurements of the
mean velocity and streamwise turbulence stress are estimated
to be less than ±2% U0 and ±6% U2

0 , respectively.

they are positioned in such a way that the full wake interaction scenario hap-
pens. Both turbines are equipped with similar blades, but they have different
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Figure 7.4. a) Power and b) thrust coefficients of the two
model inline wind turbines. The measurements are presented
as the black circles and the computations as the red triangles.
The filled symbols indicates the upstream model turbine and
the open symbols for the downstream one.

hub and tower geometries. The first rotor is positioned at x/R = 4. The up-
stream wind turbine is set to operate at tip speed ratio λ1 = 6 and the tip speed
ratio of the downstream rotor is varied from λ2 = 0.6 up to λ2 = 7.4 where the
power production becomes negative. The effect of the interacting wake on the
downstream rotor is presented in figure 7.4. It should be mentioned that the
coefficients for the downstream turbine is estimated using the freestream veloc-
ity at the wind tunnel inlet. A general reduction in the power production and
thrust level can be observed as the downstream turbine exposes to a velocity
field relatively lower than the upstream one. It can be observed that the gen-
eral shape of the power and thrust coefficients are correctly predicted. There
are however, some difficulties in predicting the power productions around op-
timum tip speed ratio, where there is almost 20% error in the power coefficient
prediction. The thrust coefficients are under predicted for λ2 > 2.

Three different tip speed ratio of λ2 = 2.5, 4 and 7 are considered for wake
development study, where the turbine operates in the deep stall, optimum and
run-away conditions, correspondingly. Similar to the single wind turbine, mean
velocity and streamwise turbulence stress in three positions (x/R = 12, 15 and
18) are extracted and they are reported in figure 7.5. It is observed that the
overall shape of the wake downstream of the inline configuration has some sim-
ilarities with the single wind turbine, but due to further extraction of energy by
the second wind turbine the velocity deficit is higher than the single turbine. It
is observed that the profiles are symmetric and the velocity profiles are top-hat
shaped close to the rotor which reach a bell shaped (Gaussian profile) further
downstream. The two distinct peaks presented in the streamwise turbulent
stress indicates the position of the tip vortices which are smoothed as we move
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further downstream. It can also observed that the predicted profiles are in
good agreement with the measurements at all tip speed ratios.
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Figure 7.5. Wake development behind two inline model wind
turbines. (a,c,e) show mean velocity profiles U/U0 computed
along horizontal line through the rotor center while (b,d,f) are

the streamwise turbulent stress 〈u′2〉/U2
0 computed along hor-

izontal line through the rotor center. (a-b) λ2 = 2.5, (c-d)
λ2 = 4 and (e-f) λ2 = 7. The uncertainties in measurements
of the mean velocity and streamwise turbulence stress are es-
timated to be less than ±4.6% U0 and ±5.9% U2

0 , respectively.
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Figure 7.6. a) Power and b) thrust coefficients of the two
model wind turbines with spanwise offset.

7.4. Setup C: Two model wind turbines with spanwise offset

In this setup, two modelled wind turbines are aligned with a streamwise separa-
tion of ∆x/R = 6 and spanwise shift of ∆y = 0.9R. The rotors are positioned
in such a way that the projected area of the upstream rotor covers half of the
downstream turbine, resulting in half wake interaction. The model turbines
and the wind tunnel turbulence intensity are the same as what are used in sec-
tion 7.3. The upstream turbine is set to operate at tip speed ratio λ = 6 and we
change the tip speed ratio of the downstream turbine. There is an additional
study of the wind turbine wake interaction at high incoming turbulence which
is not presented here and we refer to Paper 5 for further discussions.

The performance envelope of the turbines are presented in figure 7.6. It can
be observed that the power production of the downstream rotor increases as
compared to the full wake interaction setup (more than twice at the optimum
point). This is due to the fact that the second turbine is partially exposed to
higher velocity than the full interaction setup, therefore more energy is available
to extract. The tip speed ratio where the power production becomes negative
is shifted from λ ≈ 7 to λ ≈ 10. The thrust force applied on the downstream
rotor is also increased in comparison with the full wake interaction. The thrust
coefficients for the upstream and downstream turbines are approximately the
same at λ = 6, implying that a similar physical force is applied to both rotors,
although the available energy for the downstream rotor is reduced. The thrust
coefficient of the upstream rotor is predicted well by the numerics, while the
thrust level of the downstream rotor is under-predicted at all tip speed ratios.

To investigate the wake properties, the wake development behind the sec-
ond turbine for three different tip speed ratios are reported in figure 7.7. It can
be observed that both prediction and experiments produce asymmetric wake.
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Figure 7.7. Wake development behind two model wind tur-
bines with spanwise offset. (a,c,e) shows mean velocity pro-
files U/U0 computed along horizontal line through the rotor

center while (b,d,f) are streamwise turbulent stress 〈u′2〉/U2
0

computed along horizontal line through the rotor center. (a-
b) λ = 3, (c-d) λ = 6 and (e-f) λ = 10. The uncertainties
in measurements of the mean velocity and streamwise turbu-
lence stress are estimated to be less than ±2% U0 and ±6% U2

0 ,
respectively.

Close to the rotor, the wake profile consists of three regions, the two edge re-
gions where the profile is formed purely from the wakes generated by either
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downstream or upstream turbines and the centre part which is blend of the
two wakes. The turbulent profile is characterized by four distinct peaks gen-
erated from the breakdown of the tip vortices. Far downstream, the velocity
profiles start to reach the gaussian shape and those peaks in the turbulence
stress profiles are smoothed by the spanwise turbulence diffusion. In conclu-
sion, the wake shape and the position of the tip vortices inside the wake are
correctly predicted and the observed discrepancies can be related to absence of
the hub and the difference in the thrust coefficients.

Based on the provided comparisons, it is demonstrated that the computa-
tions based on large eddy simulation together with the actuator line technique
can be a complementary tool for investigation of the wind turbine wake inter-
action.



CHAPTER 8

Near-wake comparison between ACL and vortex model

The growth of wind energy around the world are associated with increased
research efforts to improve the comprehension of wind turbine aerodynamics.
Many studies are designed for simple calculations and their main focus is to
capture the rotor characteristics, e.g. power and thrust coefficients. However,
the key point in wind farm optimization is the correct estimation of the flow
around the wind turbines. In Paper6 a fast and reliable vortex model is pre-
sented and it is investigated whether the predictions of this model can be a
substitute of more expensive CFD approach like actuator line technique.

The flow around a single wind turbine is calculated using a vortex model
(VM) based on the Biot-Savart law with constant circulation along the blades.
The VM is a free-wake vortex model that determines the wake structure from
the knowledge of few parameters such as tip speed ratio, number of blades,
vortex core size and circulation. The model, without prescribing the wake
structure, allows the wake expansion and the free displacement of the tip vor-
tices. This model represents a generalization of the Joukowsky approach. The
details about the vortex model is presented in paper6.

The model is compared with the actuator line approach in terms of the
rotor performance as well as near-wake structure. Two different wind turbines
are simulated using both methods: one wind turbine with constant circulation
along the blades, to replicate the VM approximations, and the Tjæreborg wind
turbine to compare the outcomes of the vortex model with real operative wind
turbine conditions.

In order to perform the VM calculations, it is needed to estimate the vortex
size and an average circulation for each tip speed ratio. These parameters are
obtained from ACL computations e.g. the average circulation along the blade
is computed in the range between 0.2 ≤ r/R ≤ 0.9 that is weakly affected by
root and tip effects. In constant circulation setup the forces along the actuator
lines are evaluated manually, while for Tjæreborg wind turbine the forces are
obtained from the tabulated airfoil data.

Table 8.1 reports the list of input parameters for VM approach together
with an estimation of the power and thrust coefficients of both methods. The
results show good agreements between the two methods specially for constant
circulation data. The differences for Tjæreborg turbine is directly related to
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Case λ Γ δ/R CT,ACL CT,VM CP,ACL CP,VM CP,exp

A 3.21 0.056 0.080 0.176 0.177 0.153 0.164 -
A 5.05 0.126 0.049 0.61 0.63 0.45 0.48 -
A 7.07 0.130 0.033 0.88 0.90 0.55 0.57 -
B 3.21 0.056 0.080 0.135 0.177 0.113 0.164 0.11
B 5.05 0.126 0.049 0.59 0.63 0.39 0.48 0.41
B 7.07 0.130 0.033 0.82 0.90 0.48 0.57 0.49

Table 8.1. Studied configurations. Case A denotes the wind
turbine with constant circulation and case B is the Tjæreborg
wind turbine.
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Figure 8.1. Azimuthal plane cut at θ = 0◦ for (a) the con-
stant circulation wind turbine and (b) the Tjæreborg wind
turbine. Contours indicate the vorticity magnitude calculated
with the ACL method. The dashed and solid lines indicate the
wake envelope and the positions of the vortex cores estimated
from the VM, respectively.

the nature of vortex method (irrotational flow assumption) where the effect of
the blade drag force is not considered.

A simple indicator of the agreement between the two approaches is pro-
vided in figure 8.1 where the wake developments behind the wind turbines are
considered. In the constant circulation setup, an excellent agreement between
the ACL and the VM is obtained up to z/R = 4, a position where the vor-
tex pairing starts to appear in the ACL simulations. In the Tjæreborg setup,
changes in the circulation distribution along the blade result in releasing vortic-
ity between the root and tip of the blades leading to the observed discrepancies
in the wake envelope. In addition, it can be observed that the ACL vortices
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Figure 8.2. The velocity component distributions at the
streamwise positions (a, e) z/R = −0.5, (b, f) z/R = 0,
(c, g) z/R = 1.0 and (d, h) z/R = 3.0. (a-d) present the
constant circulation results and (e-h) is the Tjæreborg wind
turbine at λ ≈ 7. The symbols indicate ( ) Uz, (H) Ur and
(�) Uθ. Solid lines indicate the ACL results while the dashed
lines indicate the VM results.

propagate faster than the vortex model. This comparison shows that the wake
development and the wake expansion predicted by the VM agree nicely with
the ACL computations.

Figure 8.2 shows the velocity components distributions estimated from
both methods. A satisfactory agreement of the velocity components both up-
stream and at the rotor plane is obtained. Some discrepancies are observed
near the tip region where the diffusion mechanisms come into play. The ACL
method allows the diffusion of vorticity by viscous actions while the inviscid
VM does not allow the smoothing of the strong velocity gradients.

The presented results show that the vortex method is able to qualitatively
describe the flow field around the wind turbine; therefore it can be a substitute
of more computationally-demanding approach like actuator-line technique.



CHAPTER 9

Conclusions

This project has resulted in an increased knowledge regarding the vortex struc-
tures behind wind turbines and interaction of the wind turbine wakes.

In the first part of the project, the stability properties of the tip spiral are
studied. The result of the study verified that the amplification of the waves
traveling along the tip vortex spirals is associated with an instability leading
to wake breakdown and almost all the wave-numbers are involved in the onset
of instability. It is found that the mutual inductance instability is the main
mechanism behind the tip vortex destabilization and it has a universal growth
rate equal to π/2. This project established a new formula to approximate the
stable wake length based on the incoming wind turbulence intensity and the
operating condition of the wind turbine. This relationship, however, needs to
be verified against experiments or numerical data and should be modified in
order to take into account the presence of the tower and hub. This formula,
if extended to consider the near wake length, can gives us new possibilities to
optimize the spacing between turbines inside a wind farm.

This second part verifies that the large eddy simulations using the actuator
line method can be a substitute of the experiments to approximate the wind
turbine performance and the flow field around the turbines, but with consider-
able computational cost. It should be noted that reliable tabulated airfoil data
is needed to assure the quality of the simulated results.

The third part shows us an alternative cheaper method to study the near-
wake flow. Although this method is computationally inexpensive but the appli-
cation of the vortex method is limited to near-wake study because expanding
the model to more general turbine operating states, e.g. wind shear, turbulence,
wake interaction results in increase of the method complexity to a level that
other models are more attractive.
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